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Dibs.digital is a Startup from the Fintech universe which connects financial
business people through safe and transparent technological solutions
using blockchain technology. Both knowledgeable and experienced on the
financial market and new technologies, Dibs.digital has joined the world of
cryptocurrencies and created its own currency, the Dibscoin.
Dibscoin comes up with a big
differential by adopting as model for
its currency, the class known
as stablecoin. The stablecoins
offer the possibility of a reasonable
level of stability of the currency for
the holder, in a market affected by
high volatility fees. That is possible
because Dibscoin is a duo token
currency which uses on-chain
collateralization mechanisms,
creating reserves for the guarantee
of its transactional value. This
broadens its use, without eliminating
the legitimate speculative interest.
To meet the demands of its own
cryptocurrencies’ system, Dibs.
digital has structurally organized
itself as a holding company
presenting technological solutions
with a native social purpose and has
created: Dibspag, Dibsback and
Dibstrader, aside from Dibslive, an
institution that shall be responsible
for keeping, executing and evolving
the business’ cryptocurrencies’
protocol.
Dibspag is a payment instrument
which facilitates financial
transactions with multiple
currencies.
Dibsback is a solution for the
promotion of global initiatives
funding with the possibility of real
gains.
Dibstrader is a cryptocurrency
exchange that uses an Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to help obtaining
the best results from our clients’
investments with control and safety.

Dibs.digital believes in innovation,
technology sharing, and especially
in the participation of the
user community in its blockchain
ecosystem. To maximize
the relations of trust in the
management and execution of
your cryptocurrency’s protocol,
Dibs.digital has instituted Dibslive,
which will be the responsible for the
transparency and efficiency, as well
as for the administrative processes,
that imply in the growth and
strengthening of its user community.
With Dibslive, our community
collaborates with the course of the
business execution which
involves blockchain, through
themed discussion forums or
invitation for polls.
The Dibs.digital team of professional
is multidisciplinary and has the
expertise of several fields
of knowledge. They are jurists,
marketing strategists, software and
infrastructure engineers,
UX/UI designers, project managers,
AI experts, economists, scholars,
among others.
The funding of this project is
executed through kind of fundraising
known as Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
The process is split in three phases
known as Private Sale, Pre-ICO
and ICO, and during those phases
2 billion tokens will be issued. 300
million of which will be available at
the Private Sale and Pre-ICO phases
and a total of 1.1 billion token at the
ICO. Forget about the high
banking fees that halt the growth of
your investments. With Dibs your
money can go way beyond...
Explore the Dibs World!

